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QUESTION 1

What do employees need to know to report a security incident? 

A. How to report an incident and to whom. 

B. Whether the incident has occurred before and what was the resulting damage. 

C. The measures that should have been taken to prevent the incident in the first place. 

D. Who is responsible for the incident and whether it was intentional. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the best way to comply with legislation and regulations for personal data protection? 

A. Performing a threat analysis 

B. Maintaining an incident register 

C. Performing a vulnerability analysis 

D. Appointing the responsibility to someone 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is an example of a good physical security measure? 

A. All employees and visitors carry an access pass. 

B. Printers that are defective or have been replacedare immediately removed and given away as garbage for recycling. 

C. Maintenance staff can be given quick and unimpeded access to the server area in the event of disaster. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Select risk control activities for domain "10. Encryption" of ISO / 27002: 2013 (Choose two) 

A. Work in safe areas 

B. Cryptographic Controls Use Policy 

C. Physical security perimeter 
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D. Key management 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a consultant and areregularly hired by the Ministry of Defense to perform analysis. Since the assignments are
irregular, you outsource the administration of your business to temporary workers. You don\\'t want the temporary
workers to have access to your reports. 

Which reliability aspect of the information in your reports must you protect? 

A. Availability 

B. Integrity 

C. Confidentiality 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Companies use 27002 for compliance for which of the following reasons: 

A. A structured program that helps with security and compliance 

B. Explicit requirements for all regulations 

C. Compliance with ISO 27002 is sufficient to comply with all regulations 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

What are the data protection principles set out in the GDPR? 

A. Purpose limitation, proportionality, availability, data minimisation 

B. Purpose limitation, proportionality, data minimisation, transparency 

C. Target group, proportionality, transparency, data minimisation 

D. Purpose limitation, pudicity, transparency, data minimisation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

You have juststarted working at a large organization. You have been asked to sign a code of conduct as well as a
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contract. What does the organization wish to achieve with this? 

A. A code of conduct helps to prevent the misuse of IT facilities. 

B. A code of conduct is alegal obligation that organizations have to meet. 

C. A code of conduct prevents a virus outbreak. 

D. A code of conduct gives staff guidance on how to report suspected misuses of IT facilities. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following measures is a correctivemeasure? 

A. Incorporating an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in the design of a computer center 

B. Installing a virus scanner in an information system 

C. Making a backup of the data that has been created or altered that day 

D. Restoring a backup of the correct database after a corrupt copy of the database was written over the original 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Why is compliance important forthe reliability of the information? 

A. Compliance is another word for reliability. So, if a company indicates that it is compliant, it means that the information
is managed properly. 

B. By meeting the legislative requirements and theregulations of both the government and internal management, an
organization shows that it manages its information in a sound manner. 

C. When an organization employs a standard such as the ISO/IEC 27002 and uses it everywhere, it is compliant and
thereforeit guarantees the reliability of its information. 

D. When an organization is compliant, it meets the requirements of privacy legislation and, in doing so, protects the
reliability of its information. 

Correct Answer: B 
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